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Enjoy the official soundtrack of SpellForce 2:

01. Shadowsong
02. Hawkeyrie

03. Plain in Freedom
04. Ice Keep
05. Karash

06. Plain in Chaos
07. Dun Mora

08. Plain in Oblivion
09. The Mine
10. Unending
11. Forever

12. Seven Castles
13. Plain in Shadows

14. Fireforge
15. Eternal

16. Dragh Lur
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17. Evermore
18. Plain in Desolation

19. Credits
20. Shadowsong Instrumental

21. Uram Gor
22. Shal

23. Magnet Stones
24. The Crystal Fields
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Title: SpellForce 2 Soundtrack
Genre: Action, RPG
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Phenomic
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
SpellForce
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

OS: Windows XP SP 3/Windows VISTA SP 2/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 (32 or 64bit)
Processor: AMD/Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card with shader model 3.0
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 9 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible
Additional Notes: Nvidia GeForce 8800 / AMD Radeon HD 3870 or better. Other cards may work, but are not explicitly
supported.
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spellforce 2 faith in destiny soundtrack. spellforce 2 shadow wars soundtrack. spellforce 2 soundtrack. spellforce 2 ost mp3.
spellforce 2 dragon storm soundtrack. spellforce 2 demons of the past soundtrack. spellforce 2 ost

The graphics are nice.
And list of pros is complete.
The music gets tedious (it's pretty cool for the first few minutes but...), the mechanics are mediocre (No high grounds, no cover,
just stand and shoot and run away), the AI is... well there's no AI really.
And after a few levels, I'm already bored.
I could keep going on about the dialogs that have to be read at the beginning of each level (Really, bubble dialogs! No voice
overs!), or the really annoying 'Share' button (Seriously, that's just looks needy). But I think I've made my point.
And no, I'm not done. There's an achievement for losing a toon! How is that an achievement?
There. Done now.
A better AI, more advanced mechanics and a more interesting storyline would have kept me happy for a few more hours, maybe
even made me tick the other box...

. Awful purchase at .74 cents. Unless you have an old computer with windows 95\/98, then there's no reason to ever fool around
with it because it will not run at all. Minimum requirements my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I spent way too much time
trying to configure this game to run but nothing worked. Don't even bother scouring the discussions around getting this game to
work, because even if you do get it to work, I hear it's nothing but buggy. Save those three quarters for a nice piece of gum..
absolultly terrible. Very nice game. Puzzles are well designed and really mind demandant. Had to crash my brain very often to
acomplish the goals. Really entertaining, I recommend this game.. Literally the worst game I've ever played, not even ironically
fun. This is the first HOG I ever played and it helped me find the charm of these games. It is still my favorite game even though
i have played a lot of games which I really loved.

 Music/soundeffects
 I love the music. Even if the music isnt as variable as in some others games it fits the situation and helps you get a good
feel into the story.

 Art
The Art is just beatiful. Not only in the HOP but also overall while you travel trough the whole world(hospital) it is made
with sensitivity and love. The sins for example are just gorgerous made and fit perfectly the looks I would have about
them.

 Puzzles/Riddles
The Puzzles wernt that hard compared to other HOG but I still enjoyed them. A little thinking is still needed.

 HOP
For me this is one of the mainpoints about rating a HOG good and bad. In this instance it was a real challenge
sometimes. Not cause the HOP wernt well made or the objects were hard to find (some are really nice hidden in the art),
but cause of the use of some words to discribe things. My mother language is german and even tough my english isnt that
bad i didnt knew a lot of these words and had to look it up. Some are rarely used nowadays what made for a real
challenge and thinking outside of the box. Which is a pluspoint for me.

 Story
I just loooooved the story. It starts with a nice little horror flare with the right sounds/music to help you get a good
feeling into it. You dont get a deep inside the protagonist but about the other characters. Normaly it missing somethign if
you dont know a lot or anything at all about the protagonist, but in this instance you dont need it. The story about the
others cahracters or better said the sins is really well made. There also is a BONUS story which helps you get a little
inside about the character and why he is the only "survivour". Try to read every note and the diary. Without the whole
story will be boring.

 Movies
I really love the movies. They are made with love like the art and even tough they are only short are perfect,
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 Voices
Sadly this is a minus point for me. Even tough the music/sound effects are great you dont have a single spoken line
(except in the Bonus story) which would have made the game even better.

 Ending
Even tough it seems a little rushed in the end and it ended with an open note I liked it. It somehow seemed fitting for me
and you can think about it yourself.

 Map
You got a map!! In many HOG you dont have one and you walk clueless around the whole world. In this game you have
a map that shows you where you can still do something be it an HOP or something else. Only thing i hate about it that
you have walk yourself and cant "teleport" to the location you want.

Overall one of the best HOG in my opinion. If you want to start with an HOG and dont want to play a really really hard
one try this. I mostly played it (multiple times already) cause of tje enjoyment and not cause of the difficulty

. Not a big fan of Sydney's player model (facial and hair cut wise) But her voice is alright and her perk deck is pretty cool. Gun
looks cool and hits hard when building the right mods for it. Melee sucks still but butterfly knife looks awesome. However, it's
another DLC from Overkill that still shine away some new players and older players. Get it on a sale or just ignore this one. It's
nothing big and special.. the game is solid and fun despite the negative reviews.

Yes - if you are using headphones sound will come out only out of one speaker

Yes - there is an annoying advetisement for Nux at the end of a chapter.

however, it does little to diminish from the game's fun.

there are plenty of different enemies. the music is carchy, albeit worse than the original. and of course, the lovely clay animation
is still there. and the controls are still tight and responsive to boot.

so if you are not someone who's game experience is ruined by a few minor flaws. get this game. its a fun schmup

. So disappointed with the devs. The game had so much potential but they just abandoned the game and ran off with the money.
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Fun Adictive battle machanics. TLDR :
- Bad copy of Death Rally 96' or 2k12
- physics and handling are horrible, can't steer, glued tires
- weapons are not that exciting to use, you'll prefer to lay mines everywhere
- only one big map reused with barriers and reverse mode to get 16 "different" races
- quiet easy achievements except the final one, still a doable 100%. At least, achievements are all working OK, good job about
that
- Steam cards, which is the only thing interesting in the game

This game is probably the worst of the genre, where the first Death Rally, released back in '96 is still a reference.
Even the most recent Death Rally, out in 2012, which was quiet bad, looks good compared to Burning Cars.

First, the story : there is none. Just read the "story" on steam page, that's it. So its a championship taking place in an open-air
sewer island, with radioactive waste. You get to drive a trash truck against 3 other drunk bums, shooting and ramming on each
other to get first place, get money and points for the 16 rounds of the championship. Now the weird part, the game is called
Burning Cars, buts it's not really about cars, only trash trucks and flying buggies.

Those vehicles are armed with various stuff from shotguns to mines dispensers, and nitro, and upgrades. That's for the
"Burning" part of the game, you'll often catch on fire driving in those green slimes and from opponents attacks.

About the racing aspect, it's the most tedious and masochist part of the game. Driving those things feels like there is no steering
wheel, its a pain to take a turn, like if the tires got glues on the concrete. No handbrake or brake at all to take some drifts in the
tight turns. You're lucky if you don't hit a barrier that will throw you into the sky or in reverse direction, especially with those
buggies. The walls are also glued, because if you come too close from them, good luck to get off it. Easy tournament let you
restart a race, so hopefully you can make it first place, as the opponents are sometimes dumb as hell and got stuck in a wall.
Nothing more to add about the gameplay, it's just horrible. Take a careful look at the trailer video on Steam store, it'll show you
all the pain you will get about the no-steering and flying on wall thing.

Thankfully, the achievements are quit easy to accomplish, the most frustrating is the hard tournament which will accept no
failure, because you can't restart the race when it turns bad, or you go above a barrier or even out of the map, falling in the black
void forever... There is steam cards too, but it's only to grab some money they won't make from selling the game itself.

Its a real shame because graphics are ok, of only physics was good, with more environment variety, and a multiplayer mode.
Don't get this game, unless you get it in a bundle, its pure pain and frustration for a masochist price. You've been warned..
Personally I enjoyed the entire trilogy, and I do reccomend this to anyoone who enjoys being put in the center of a good story...
But it was a bit linear with kind of a straight storyline. Not very many story twists or turns but it really left a big impression on
me as a choose your own adventure style of game. Would buy again.. Classic HOG that set the bar for presentation and puzzle
types back in its day. No longer groundbreaking, but still worth playing today!. quot;Donald Trump's tiny little hands sprinkled
bonsai clippings all over my long, firm, staff and tragically fell in love with a deep hobbit hole and that corner mouth white
stuff, now fly you fool!". Really simple game without gore and violence but nudity
and its real cheap
I already play this like im doing speed run
like 5 minutes gameplay and your done!. one of these games where steam forces you to play at least 5 minutes... otherwise you
are not allowed to wite a review where you can tell the rest of the world that the game is worth nothing!. really fun game if you
like driving this is the game for you even if youre not into trucks
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